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Casting 
In response to Chris' treatment which calls for authenticity and recognisably real people, our approach 
to the casting has been to source fresh faces who may not fall into the more traditional "model" types 
and to suggest people for the roles, not just based on looks but on experiences they have had that 
would help them to be convincing, since we are dealing primarily with non-actors and prep time is 
limited - e.g. John, who we propose for the rehab scene, has had two recent hip replacements and 
can convey the struggle to get back on his feet and still walks with a noticeable limp. 

Where a scene calls for interaction and familiarity with a group or couple, we have tried to find people 
with existing relationships that will be instantly believable on screen - e.g. the four men put forward for 
the cricket watching scene are friends who regularly get together; the baby, mother and "diaper" dad 
are a new family. 

Once we get feedback on this first set, we'll be in a better position to suggest other people. 



Sc 2 & 24 - Piano and boy with sparkler

Beau - 5 Micah - 8



Sc 3 & 13 - Proposal & Elevator (males)

Xavi 
Stephen



Sc 3 & 13 - Proposal/Elevator/Bride (females)

Satya Thayreesha 



Sc 3 & 13 - Proposal/Elevator/Bride (females)

Rebecca 



Sc 5 & 17- Precarious girl & Training wheels

Alyssa - 6Haelie - 5



Sc 6 - Sports fans

Ashanti John John 



Sc 6 - Sports fans

Carl Mike 



Sc 7 - New job

Ghelisa Abigail



Sc 7 - New job

Melanie Marg



Sc8 - Diagnosis doctor

Dawn Joanna 



Sc8 - Diagnosis doctor

Leslie 



Sc11 - Rehab man

John 

Had a double hip replacement a few years 
ago. Went through the rehab process. Still 
has a visible limp. 



Sc 15, 17 & 21 - Baby steps video/Tricycle/Diaper dad

Haig Patrick



Sc18 - Bad news (Cry on cue required. Both 
are trained actresses)

Varia Amanda



Sc 19 - Family recipe (and party BG)

Marjorie



Sc20 - Newborn grasp

Alora - 6 wks

Ayo



Sc 22 - University rear view



Sc 24 - Grandfather

Luther


